A tunable laser for infrared and visible operation was purchased to expand our work on optical memories based on persistent spectral hole burning. The Coherent 899-21 laser uses Ti:sapphire and dye media to cover the spectral regions required for semiconductor laser operation and for photon-gated memories. A large argon-ion pump laser for use with the tunable laser was purchased with local funds.

Searching for new hole burning materials, evaluation of their properties, and studies of the limits on material performance were the goals of our research. Attention was focussed on rare earth or transition metal ion materials. Our measurement of the longest optical coherence time observed for any solid extended the potential duration of optical data trains by a factor of 5; we measured 2.6 milliseconds for europium in yttrium silicate. Limits on data train duration were explored in studies of instantaneous spectral diffusion. We characterized optical coherence loss caused by yttrium nuclear magnetism for the first time. Related studies were carried out on praseodymium- and thulium-doped yttrium silicate and thulium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet compounds, with interest in the thulium materials stimulated by its optical transition at diode-laser wavelengths. Surveys were carried out for several other materials.
This DEPSCOR equipment grant enabled us

a) to purchase a tunable single-mode laser for operation in the near infrared and visible spectral regions with 2 MHz frequency stability,

b) and thus to expand our work on optical memories based on persistent spectral hole burning in the AFOSR Photonic Devices and Systems Program of Dr. Alan E. Craig. The Coherent 899-21 Ti-Dye Tunable Ring Laser that we purchased uses Ti:sapphire crystal and organic dye laser media interchangeably and covers the spectral region from 1000 nm to 465 nm that are required for development work on memory materials suitable for infrared semiconductor laser operation and for photon-gated memories. The Montana Science and Technology Alliance contributed local funding of $83,000 to our research program, enabling us to purchase a large Ar+ pump laser (Coherent Innova 20-4) for use with the tunable laser. Other facilities for memory material studies were already available in our laboratory.

The goals of our persistent spectral hole burning optical memory research program were:

a) a search for new materials for time-domain and frequency-domain optical memories and optical signal processing devices

b) evaluation of the properties of those materials

c) studies of the mechanisms that establish ultimate limits on material performance.

The following accomplishments are reported:

1) The potential duration of an optical data train was extended by a factor of 5, by extending the coherence time of the memory material. This is a consequence of our measurement of the longest optical coherence time ever observed for any kind of solid, \( T_2 = 2.6 \) milliseconds for europium in yttrium silicate, \( \text{Eu}^{3+}:Y_2\text{SiO}_5 \). Long coherence times correspond to narrow homogeneous spectral linewidths and high storage densities.

2) Important contributions to understanding fundamental limits on the memory readout mechanisms were made through our studies of interactions between the "read" light beam and the memory material (the so-called instantaneous spectral diffusion process). Studies of the effects of laser power density on optical coherence were carried out for europium in yttrium silicate, \( \text{Eu}^{3+}:Y_2\text{SiO}_5 \), and for several other yttrium silicate compounds listed below.

3) The effect of yttrium \( (Y^{3+}) \) nuclear magnetism on optical coherence loss was characterized experimentally for the first time. This result is important for guiding future directions of material development, since it established the limiting degree of coherence loss that can be expected for other yttrium compounds. Yttrium compounds are far better hosts for memory applications than those containing lanthanum or lutecium as a result of yttrium's smaller but non-zero nuclear magnetism. This measurement was made possible by our development of an especially sensitive photon echo apparatus.

4) Studies were carried out on related praseodymium-doped and thulium-doped yttrium silicate compounds, \( \text{Pr}^{3+}:Y_2\text{SiO}_5 \) and \( \text{Tm}^{3+}:Y_2\text{SiO}_5 \), and on thulium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet, \( \text{Tm}^{3+}:\text{Y} \text{AG} \). Interest in the two thulium-doped materials was stimulated by its optical transition at available diode-laser wavelengths. Memory operation at those wavelengths would make compact devices practical.

5) Surveys were carried out for new samples of \( \text{Pr}^{3+}:\text{CaWO}_4 \) and \( \text{Sm}^{3+}:\text{CaWO}_4 \), and other new materials were designed and obtained.
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Ultraslow Optical Dephasing in Eu$^{3+}$:Y$_2$SiO$_5$
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We report the measurement of what we believe to be the narrowest known optical resonance in a solid. This was made on the $^7F_0 \rightarrow ^5D_0$ transition of Eu$^{3+}$:Y$_2$SiO$_5$ at 1.4 K using photon echoes with sufficiently low laser power to almost eliminate contributions from instantaneous diffusion. The optical resonance widths measured for Eu$^{3+}$ ions in the two crystallographic sites of Y$_2$SiO$_5$ and in a magnetic field of 100 G are 122 Hz (site 1) and 167 Hz (site 2). These widths are dominated by population decay, but up to 20 Hz is attributed to $^{89}$Y spin fluctuations which have been reduced by the applied magnetic field.

PACS numbers: 42.50.Md, 78.50.Ec

The optical dephasing time of isolated ions in solids can become very long at low temperatures [1]. We have used photon echoes to measure what we believe to be the longest dephasing time (i.e., the sharpest optical resonance) yet reported in a solid: $T_2 = 2.6$ ms for Eu$^{3+}$ ions in Y$_2$SiO$_5$ at 1.4 K. This corresponds to an optical resonance width of 122 Hz (or a resonant $\Omega \approx 4 \times 10^{-12}$). Most of the more than 8 orders of magnitude between this value and that of the room temperature width (≈60 GHz) comes from phonon scattering and phonon absorption processes which for rare-earth or transition-metal ion impurity systems usually become negligible below ~4 K. The remaining sources of dephasing are population decay by radiative or nonradiative processes or dynamic local fields due either to nuclear spin fluctuations of the host lattice nuclei, in the present case $^{89}$Y, or to the presence of other excited ions (so-called "instantaneous diffusion"). Sharp optical resonances provide very sensitive probes of small interactions or external perturbations such as superhyperfine coupling [2,3], tunneling splittings [4], nuclear Zeeman effects [5], or Stark coefficients involving fields as small as mV/cm [6]. From the time domain point of view, long coherence times allow the storage of information in the form of long optical pulse trains within the coherence time of the material system [7]. In the search for long coherence times, host materials have been chosen whose constituent ions have zero nuclear spin such as oxygen, low isotopic abundance of nuclear spins such as Si, or small magnetic moments such as yttrium. In this way and using long-lived metastable optical levels, subkilohertz wide optical resonances have been observed in Eu$^{3+}$:Y$_2$O$_3$ [8,9], Eu$^{3+}$:Y$_2$SiO$_5$ [10], and Eu$^{3+}$:YAlO$_3$ [11,12] and resonances only several kHz wide in others such as Pr$^{3+}$:YAlO$_3$ [13], Pr$^{3+}$:YAG [14], and Cr$^{3+}$:Al$_2$O$_3$ [15].

The $^7F_0 \rightarrow ^5D_0$ transition of the Eu$^{3+}$ ion is a good choice for these studies because the electronic magnetic moment is quenched in the $^7F_0$ ground state and is very small in the $^5D_0$ excited state [16], making the transition frequency insensitive to magnetic fluctuations. Further, the excited state lifetime of ~1 ms in many materials contributes only ~100 Hz to the total linewidth and allows one to study other sources of dephasing with great sensitivity. For example, most of the compounds studied contain yttrium, because yttrium can be substituted by trivalent rare-earth ions without charge compensation and the fluctuating local fields due to the $^{89}$Y nucleus are expected to be small since its magnetic moment is only $-0.14 \mu_N$. By reducing other sources of line broadening, we have for the first time determined the contribution of the yttrium nucleus to optical line broadening and for the $^7F_0 \rightarrow ^5D_0$ transition of Eu$^{3+}$ found it to be only about 100 Hz. In all the examples cited above, the lifetime ($T_1$) limited value was not reached, although efforts to remove the effects of nuclear spin fluctuations by coherent spin decoupling [17] or choice of host matrix [8,10,13] led to substantial linewidth reductions. One of the effects which makes it difficult to achieve the $T_1$ limit is excitation-density-dependent instantaneous diffusion in which time varying fields produced by optical excitation of neighboring ions contribute to dephasing [9,18-20]. As coherence times become longer, the possibility that phonon contributions may contribute ~100 Hz needs to be kept in mind and the sample temperature carefully monitored.

The measurement of sub-kHz wide optical resonances in the frequency domain puts very stringent requirements on laser frequency stability and has not yet been observed directly in a solid state system, although it has been demonstrated in gases, or rather in trapped single ions [21]. The use of photon echoes in the time domain overcomes this need for stability, since the Fourier width of the excitation pulses can be chosen to be greater than the frequency jitter and this prepares a relatively broad packet in the inhomogeneous line; the second pulse of the echo sequence removes this inhomogeneous contribution to the linewidth [13]. On the other hand, for spectral hole burning or optical free induction decay it is necessary to
prepare a very sharp packet, less than the homogeneous linewidth. One drawback with the photon echo technique is the possibility of exciting echo modulation due to coherent preparation of three or move levels [22]. In cases where small splittings fall within the bandwidth of the excitation pulses, even a weak modulation can seriously distort the echo decays.

The Y$_2$SiO$_5$ crystal is monoclinic, belonging to the C$2$/c space group with eight molecules per unit cell and two types of inequivalent Y$^{3+}$ sites with no rotational symmetry [23]. The Eu$^{3+}$ ions substitute for Y$^{3+}$ ions and absorb at 579.879 nm (site 1) and 580.049 nm (site 2). Our crystal contained nominally 0.1% Eu and had peak absorption coefficients of 0.5 cm$^{-1}$ (site 1) and 1.4 cm$^{-1}$ (site 2) in the direction studied, corresponding to oscillator strengths of 1.2 $\times$ 10$^{-8}$ and 3.1 $\times$ 10$^{-8}$, respectively. A path length of 1 cm resulted in an absorption of 40% (site 1) and 76% (site 2). Photon echoes were excited by gating a cw dye laser with two 80 MHz acousto-optic modulators in series before the sample and focusing with a lens of $f = 33$ cm to a beam waist of 30 $\mu$m radius (or $f = 1$ m for the lowest point in power density). The excitation power density was varied between 5 and 50 W/cm$^2$, and the length of the two echo preparation pulses was 1 $\mu$s. This gave a laser bandwidth of $\sim$ 2 MHz. The pulse areas were significantly less than the $\pi/2$ and $\pi$ values that are optimal for echo intensity, but this prevented or minimized instantaneous diffusion. Delays between the two excitation pulses ($t_{12}$) were varied between 10 $\mu$s and 3.5 ms. After the sample, a third acousto-optic modulator rejected scattered excitation light, and the echoes were detected in a collinear geometry with a photomultiplier. The pulse sequences were computer controlled and averaged were taken of 64 echoes at each time delay. Samples were placed in liquid helium pumped to 1.4 K. Measurements were made with the sample shielded from stray electromagnetic fields by a copper box which was necessary to record the longest decays. In this configuration the measured linewidths were limited by a combination of the population decay time and dephasing due to yttrium nuclear spin fluctuations. To avoid spectral hole burning the laser was scanned over 300 MHz in 2.5 s intervals. Measurements were made at the center of the inhomogeneous line.

Table I summarizes the important spectroscopic and relaxation parameters for Eu$^{3+}$ in the two sites of Y$_2$SiO$_5$. Fluorescence decay times ($T_1$) for the two sites were measured by monitoring the fluorescence from $^2D_0$ to $^2F_2$ after resonantly exciting the $^2D_0$ level by gated cw laser pulses of 1 $\mu$s duration. For site 1 $T_1 = 1.9$ ms and for site 2 $T_1 = 1.6$ ms. This contributes 85 and 100 Hz, respectively, to the homogeneous linewidths. Photon echo decays were recorded in zero field and in an applied magnetic field of 100 G, and a typical result is shown in Fig. 1. The decays as a function of excitation power density are shown in Fig. 2. The excitation power dependence is ascribed to instantaneous diffusion [18-20] due to the local multipole field or "crystal field" changes induced by the excitation of neighboring Eu$^{3+}$ ions. In zero field the decays were exponential and corresponded to homogeneous linewidths of 210 Hz for site 1 and 290 Hz for site 2. We made the small correction for instantaneous diffusion using the results of Fig. 2, resulting in 195 Hz (site 1) and 230 Hz (site 2). These values are the sum of two contributions: that of population decay measured independently (above) and the contribution from $^{89}$Y nuclear spin fluctuations obtained by subtraction to be 110 Hz (site 1) and 130 Hz (site 2). In YAI$_2$O$_5$ the dephasing of this transition is dominated by aluminum spins which have a magnetic moment 25 times larger than that of yt-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site 1</th>
<th>Site 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda(^{7}F_{0} \rightarrow ^{5}D_{0})$</td>
<td>579.879 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{1}$</td>
<td>1.9 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Gamma_{hom}$</td>
<td>85 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{1}^{eff}$</td>
<td>2.6 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( $\equiv 122$ Hz</td>
<td>( $\equiv 167$ Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Gamma_{hom}^{ab}$</td>
<td>105 Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* For $H_{0} = 100$ G. 
* Extrapolated to zero excitation intensity.
and second pulses of the echo sequence. As found by Liu and Cone [18] and Huang et al. [9], increasing the second pulse intensity produced a stronger effect on the echo decay time. This is expected because the second pulse creates a local field during the rephasing half of the echo sequence that is different from that present in the first half. We observed, in addition, a noticeable shortening of the echo decay when varying the intensity of pulse 1. This was also observed in Y$_2$O$_3$:Eu$^{3+}$ by Huang et al. [9] using an amplified first pulse. They attributed the effect to the decay of the excited state population during the echo sequence. The same interpretation is given here and the magnitude of the effect is consistent with the lifetime of $^5D_0$ and with the excess dephasing induced by population changes as measured from the pulse 2 power dependence. This effect is particularly apparent for cases where $T_2$ is comparable with $T_1$ and is different from the usual manifestation of instantaneous diffusion, where excited ions do not decay appreciably during the echo pulse sequence such as in Tb:YLiF$_4$ where the lack of a pulse 1 dependence was very clearly shown [18]. We note that in YAlO$_3$:Pr$^{3+}$ Bai and Kachru [19] observed a dependence of the dephasing on pulse 1 intensity and attributed it to dephasing induced by nonequilibrium phonons created during the relaxation of excited ions. This is not expected to be the mechanism in the present case because the lifetime of phonons created in the relaxation process will be very short.

In conclusion, by careful elimination of the effects of instantaneous diffusion and shielding the sample from electromagnetic fields, we have succeeded in measuring the intrinsic homogeneous linewidth of the $^7F_0$ transition in Eu$^{3+}$:Y$_2$SiO$_5$ at 1.4 K. The total linewidth could be separated into two contributions; one due to population decay and the other due to the spin fluctuations of the $^{89}$Y nucleus. The homogeneous linewidths measured in these experiments, i.e., 122 Hz for ions in site 1 and 167 Hz for ions in site 2, and the values corrected for instantaneous diffusion 105 Hz for the two sites are, to the best of our knowledge, the narrowest optical resonances yet measured in the solid state. Isolated rare-earth ions at low temperatures behave in some respects like trapped single ions and by careful selection of host crystal it should be possible to achieve linewidths less than 100 Hz which would rival the narrowest resonances observed in trapped single ions in the “gas phase.” Such extremely narrow resonances can provide very sensitive probes of local dynamics or external fields in solid state systems.

The work at Montana State University was supported in part by Scientific Materials Corporation, Montana Space Grant Consortium (NASA Grant No. NGR-40041), NSF EPSCoR-ESI, NSF EPSCoR III, and AFOSR.
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